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Joan Rivers adores jewelry. She loves to store for it, wear it, and
design it. She devotes a chapter to accessorizing with jewelry,
providing countless tips about how to switch that plain outfit right
into a totally fashionable ensemble by knowing what jewelry to choose,
and demonstrating the various looks that jewelry can perform in a series
of fashion photographs taken specifically for this reserve. She
describes the parts that she's always admired, particularly those that
have influenced her own styles. Her passion for jewelry - as passionate
keepsake, fashion accessory, and personal declaration - informs every
web page of Jewelry by Joan Rivers. She tells the fascinating stories of
her preferred jewelry designers, from the fabulous Faberge to the
phenomenal Bulgari brothers. She also wants to chat about it, that is
just what she will throughout this glittering quantity.All of Joan
River's like and understanding of jewelry is reflected in the pieces she
designs on her behalf own line of costume jewelry - the Joan Rivers
Classics Collection - hundreds of which are reproduced within specially
commissioned, full-color photos. And she will take us behind the moments
to show us how her jewelry is usually crafted, from preliminary sketches
to finished item.
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 I treasure mine. In this book, Joan talks about how she started
collecting antique and Faberge jewelry and shows several pieces which
were inspirations on her behalf costume jewelry line.. It's not a thick
reserve but a fun publication to have if you like her jewelry. I was
delightfully amazed in the publication to find that a lot of her
'updated' modern versions of the real thing were so far better and
prettier. She also covers how she decides what piece to make and how it
begins from a drawing to finally getting an actual piece of jewelry.
Remember that this publication was published time ago so that it doesn't
cover all her jewelry that was offered by the time of the book's
printing; Joan has beautiful pieces. I bought two of these books, with
one for a pal. Rivers baubles, from her earlier days. Fantastic book for
collectors of Ms Wonderful book for collectors of Ms.It came out in 1995
and is highlighted with photos galore and information on how Ms. Rivers
crafted her styles. Honestly her designs are a great deal like KJL whose
styles are reminiscent of early Trifari and she does mention her
favorite jewelry designers and where she got her inspirations. Still
this is an excellent reference book for those who gather Joan Rivers
jewelry from the early days. For individuals who started to gather her
jewelry later, you can observe she replicated a few of her earlier work
for her afterwards QVC years. The publication is full of beautiful
pictures as well. Highly recommended. surprise! Have always been a lover
of viewing Ms Joan when she involves the purchasing channel, watching
her educate us how exactly to dress with design, just by jazzing up
boring basic classic outfits with fab jewelery. Then someone mentioned
how comprehensive it was with background and all sorts of wonderful
pictures, therefore i had to check it out. What a delight! Oh ya, like
why would i need a book on jewelery?All of the photos are crisp, clear,
and in color and display the jewelry detail, where needed. I haven't had
anywhere near this much fun dressing up since i was a kid, and this
publication has inspired me ~it's such as a primer concerning
introducing jewelery into your wardrobe as a way of looking fabulous
darling! A Wonderful gift for a Joan Rivers Enthusiast! I came across
this book exciting.Anyone who loves basic jewelry with enjoy viewing the
Joan Rivers collection of bands, pins, bracelets, necklaces, and
earrings. A treasure well worth keeping. Jewelry by Joan Rivers is an
excellent book with beautiful photos of Jewelry in the Joan Rivers
series modeled after her own collectiongiven to her by family...Joan
tells you just a little about her existence, her famous jewels, and her
reasoning behind beginning her own line. She seems very down to earth
and shows some of her favorite jewelry from her existence and how she
came to acquire them. She after that shows the designs she's made
motivated by her personal jewelry. Gem of a publication! Appreciate
reading about the jewelry. The history and photographs make it an
absolute must for your collection. I've admired Joan Rivers' jewelry for
years, but only recently discovered this wonderful reserve. Guaranteed



that you will spend hours reading and admiring every page again and
again..This book is PERFECTION!. This reserve chronicles her
achievements in jewelry style complete with photos of most of these. I
can hear Joan describing the jewelry . It's given me an even greater
admiration for the writer and her amazing career. Of course, this book
includes a full photo spread of all of her lorgnettes which was great
since I have the vast majority of them. Lovely pictures. I can hear Joan
describing the jewelry. Nevertheless, with few exceptions ,there is
absolutely no description which are her designs and that are not. Loved
it. A treasure really worth keeping Joan Rivers was one of the most
creative people ever---in my estimation. Lovely pictures. Loved it.
interesting and inspiring. Love Joan Rivers and her jewelry!!.Nice
little narrative on interesting jewelry I am collecting Joan Rivers'
lorgnettes (magnifying eyeglasses on a chain) and also several of her
Russian-inspired jewelry... Vintage Jewelry Cool Book Five Stars
Fantastic book, great photos.! If you're a devoted jewelry maker or
collector, you will adore Jewelry by Joan Rivers. and of course, jewelry
that she designed/sold in the past 20 years or so isn't in the book
either. Fun coffee table book Fun book to see most of Joan's jewelry.
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